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Price: 1,419,900€  Ref: ES173091

Apartment

La Capellania

3

2

Discover the epitome of luxury living at the Mediterranean sea, an exclusive residential

complex boasting expansive layouts and impeccable construction standards. Crafted

with premium materials and avant-garde architecture, each residence offers a haven

where sophistication meets the tranquility of nature.    Enjoy the beauty of the

Mediterranean alongside urban conveniences. Explore the sun-kissed beaches of the

Costa del Sol, indulge in gastronomic delights at nearby restaurants, or tee off at

prestigious golf courses. Alternatively, unwind amidst first-class amenities, including two

inf...(Ask for More Details!)
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Discover the epitome of luxury living at the Mediterranean sea, an exclusive residential complex boasting

expansive layouts and impeccable construction standards. Crafted with premium materials and avant-garde

architecture, each residence offers a haven where sophistication meets the tranquility of nature.    Enjoy the

beauty of the Mediterranean alongside urban conveniences. Explore the sun-kissed beaches of the Costa del

Sol, indulge in gastronomic delights at nearby restaurants, or tee off at prestigious golf courses. Alternatively,

unwind amidst first-class amenities, including two infinity pools, a cutting-edge gym, and a rejuvenating spa.   

For added leisure, paddle tennis courts and a private putting green cater to the discerning tastes of residents.

Immerse yourself in ecological gardens, sprawling green spaces, and over 100,000 square meters of

sustainable landscapes. Enjoy moments of serenity at picnic areas, stroll along bicycle lanes, or pamper your

furry friends at pet parks.     Each residence boasts spacious, luminous rooms with panoramic vistas of the

Mediterranean Sea. Underground parking and storage rooms ensure convenience, while gated access with

code and video surveillance provides security and peace of mind.    Close to:    - Malaga Center - 27km     -

Marbella Center - 35km     - Malaga Airport - 18 Km    - Carvajal Train Station - 1km 
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